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BETA CINEMA PRESENTS A PRODUCTION BY PIPELINEPICTURES & TOBIAS N. SIEBERT
IN CO-PRODUCTION WITH DIE BASISBERLIN “KEEP SURFING”
RIDERS & CAST DIETER DEVENTER WALTER STRASSER ELI MACK FLORIAN KUMMER GERHARD SCHLEGEL QUIRIN ROHLEDER
SCREENPLAY BY BJOERN RICHIE LOB BENJAMIN QUABECK DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY LARS R. LIEBOLD
DOCUMENTARY & SURF CAMERA BJOERN RICHIE LOB EDITED BY BENJAMIN QUABECK RE-RECORDING MIXER FLORIAN BECK
SOUND DESIGN SEBASTIAN TESCH ART DIRECTOR YUE-SHIN LIN SPECIAL EFFECTS BY M.A.R.K.13
ONLINE & GRADING GREENPOST THOMAS HARBERS PRODUCTION MANAGER FELIX HOCH
ASSOCIATE PRODUCERS BENJAMIN QUABECK HENDRIK HÖLZEMANN EVA STADLER PHILIP STEGERS
FIRST ASSISTANT DIRECTOR KATHARINA MERTL SCORE COMPOSED & PERFORMED BY LEE BUDDAH
PRODUCERS BJOERN RICHIE LOB TOBIAS N. SIEBERT DIRECTED BY BJOERN RICHIE LOB
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Björn Richie Lob
Feature-Length Documentary
German / English
92 min
Björn Richie Lob & Tobias N. Siebert
in co-production with DIE BASISberlin

Keep Surfing
SYNOPSIS
“Keep Surfing” tells the story of an unlikely passion in a place that a large part of the world
only knows as Oktoberfest City. Munich, the town of beer drinkers and pretzel lovers, has
become the home of a surfing crowd of urban individualists who pursue their dream of happiness by riding a river wave far from the ocean.
“Keep Surfing” portrays six surfers of the Eisbach hardcore, who master the river waves while
pursuing their own individual goals in life. Among the older guys is Dieter “The Eater,” who
was among the first to discover river surfing in the late 60s and still rides the waves every
day with his two grown daughters; and Walter, the “janitor of the Eisbach,” a working-class
philosopher who discovered a way to keep the wave surging for 24 hours a day and who
now lives as a kind of lone wolf and didgeridoo maker near a small beach in Sardinia, where
he rides his own wave every day. Belonging to the younger generation is golden boy Quirin
Rohleder, who started riding the Munich river wave on a boogie board and has become a surf
pro living and global nomad – even though his heart still beats for Munich, especially when he
returns to the wave where everything started.
Among the foreigners who joined the local community is surf punk Eli Mack, for whom river
surfing is a way back to the roots of surfing and to a better self. But also surf legends like
Kelly Slater, Ross Clark Jones and Taylor Knox have tried their luck on the Munich river wave.
“Keep Surfing” is an ode to individual freedom and to the people who’ve achieved happiness
on a river wave, where they can go against the flow and find their place in life.

Björn Richie Lob – PRODUCER AND DIRECTOR
Björn Richie Lob has been a freelance director, photographer and camera operator since
2000. In addition to shooting several short films (Sonnensurfer, Schwarzfahrt) and
documentaries (Allein), he has also filmed a number of surf videos and Making Ofs, and
produced a considerable amount of surf footage. “Keep Surfing” is particularly close to
Björn’s heart, since he’s devoted a great part of the past ten years to collecting the most
gripping and powerful material for this surf epic at locations all over the world.
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